Dress Code
Prestwich Golf Club is a friendly club with a relaxed atmosphere. We consider our dress code to be a sensible
one- we are not a stuffy establishment so we have a policy of smart / casual wear in the clubhouse.
However we are a golf club and out of respect for visitors and members who enjoy the more established
traditions of golf clubs we ask not to push the boundaries too far and wear smart casual clothing so that
everyone can enjoy the course and the clubhouse facilities.
Smart jeans are permitted in the clubhouse but not on the course, putting green or practise areas.

On the Course:
Please wear appropriate golf clothing (including sports socks and shoes) of a style and design that could
readily be purchased in any professional golf retail outlet or as you see worn by golf professionals.
The following are not allowed on the course or in the clubhouse;







Beach style shorts
Hoodies
Football or rugby shirts
Tracksuits
Cargo pants
Vests / sleeveless tee shirts

Off the Course:
Smart casual clothing to suit the occasion is the general rule.
We appreciate differing ideas of acceptable casual wear amongst members of a club with a vast range of
ages and accept that on occasions there may be a clash of ideas regarding acceptable standards.
We ask that all members are tolerant but on the occasion where a member or visitor are seen to push the
boundaries too far, a Director, the Golf Professional or senior member of the Bar Staff is empowered to
advise the member accordingly and request that they do not wear that particular style of clothing again in
the future or if they consider it completely unacceptable they may ask the member / visitor to leave the
premises.
Please just be tolerant of all members’ views on smart casual clothing.
Please note there maybe events where dress code will be relaxed or jacket & tie asked to be worn. This will
be specified on the event poster.
Members are advised not to approach another member/visitor regarding his/her dress. Please report your
concerns to a member of staff, Director or The Club Captain and they will deal with any issues,
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